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Abstract 

The Bineau reduction to scalar form of the equation governing ideal, zero 

frequency linearized displacements from a hydromagnetic equilibrium possess

ing a continuous symmetry is performed in 'universal coordinates', applicable 

to both the toroidal and helical cases. The resulting generalized Newcomb 

equation (GNE) has in general a more complicated form than the correspond

ing one dimensional equation obtained by Newcomb in the case of circular 

cylindrical symmetry, but in this cylindrical case we show that the equation 

can be transformed to that of Newcomb. In the two dimensional case there is 

a transformation which leaves the form of the GNE invariant and simplifies 

the Frobenius expansion about a rational surface, especially in the limit of 

zero pressure gradient. The Frobenius expansions about a mode rational sur

face is developed and the connection with Hamiltonian tiansformation theory 

is shown. 
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1 Introduction 
It has been known for a long time (Bineau 1962) that the linearized ideal magneto-
hydrodynamic (MHD) force balance equations for the vector displacement £ can 
be reduced, by solving for the components within a magnetic surface, to an equa
tion for a scalar dependent variable £ proportional to the displacement normal to 
a magnetic surface. This generalizes to general toroidal geometry the equation 
used by Newcomb (1960) to treat the stability of a cyUndrical plasma. 

Bineau was unable to find general stability criteria quite as practically useful as 
those found by Newcomb in the cyUndrical case, and it was not until the advent of 
large MHD stt bility computer codes that the utiUty of his general formulation was 
realized. In particular, the PEST2 finite element program (Grimm et al. 1983a) 
makes direct use of the scalar reduction to reduce the size of the matrices which 
have to be handled by a factor of three. 

The present work is related to an extension of the PEST2 formulation to allow 
the treatment of resistive stabiUty in the limit of large Lundquist number, when the 
nonideal, finite growth rate effects are confined to arbitrarily thin internal layers 
containing the mode rational surfaces. In this limit the ideal marginal (u = 0) 
MHD equations apply almost everywhere in the plasma, and the scheme (Grimm et 
al. 1983b; Manickam et al. 1983) is to use a finite element method to calculate the 
general weak solution of the ideal marginal equations. If the asymptotic behaviour 
of this solution set in the neighbourhood of the mode rational surfaces can be 
determined with sufficient accuracy, we can find a dispersion relation by matching 
the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of the inner layer equations (Glasser et 
al. 1975) to the outer layer behaviour determined by the finite element method. 

Although the outer solution can also be determined by running a resistive 
code at several values of resistivity (Connor et al. 1988), the scalar finite element 
method is in principle more elegant, economical and accurate. However the use 
of finite elements for this purpose is a non-standard technique and the original 
method based on the use of singular elements (Grimm et al. 1983b; Manickam et al. 
1983) had a limited range of utility due to convergence problems (Dewar & Grimm 
1984). The method developed by Miller k Pewar (1986) and Pletzer & Dewar 
(1989) for the one dimensional Newcomb equation promises, when generalized to 
toroidal geometry, to provide a practical and accurate method for fully toroidal 
resistive stability calculations. The present paper (based on the work presented 
in Ref. 17 of Miller & Dewar 1986) represents a first step in this program in that 
it defines an equivalence class of Newcomb equation generalizations, and finds the 
member of the class which is optimal for performing the Frobenius type expansions 
which are at the heart of the asymptotic matching problem. 

For simplicity we limit our treatment to equilibria possessing a continuous 
symmetry, and work in a universal straight field line coordinate system which is 
equally applicable to axisymmetric geometry or to helically symmetric systems 
(Dewar et al. 1984). 

The equation arising from Bineau's reduction is a second order differential 
equation in the radial coordinate variable, and, as it has a Sturm-Liouville-like 
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form reminiscent of that obtained by Newcomb (1960), we call it the Generalized 
Newcomb Equation (GNE). Even in the cylindrical limit, however, we do not find 
that the GNE arising directly from Bineau's reduction is as simple in form as that 
obtained by Newcomb. This suggests that further analytic simplifications may be 
possible. We consider a group of transformations of the GNE which leave its form 
invariant and show that Newcomb's equation is, in the cylindrical limit, indeed 
contained as a member of the equivalence class so generated. We also show how 
to obtain a somewhat different form for the cylindrical equation used by Furth et 
al. (1973). 

As well as showing how to recover the Newcomb form of the ideal marginal 
equation in the cylindrical limit, this fonnal development is useful for bringing 
about cancellations such that the Frobenius indicial equation leads directly to 
a more physical form of the Merrier stability criterion than is the case for the 
untransformed Bineau equation. It also simplifies the taking of the important 
zero-/? limit (where 3 is the ratio of plasma to magnetic pressure). 

In §§ 2 and 3 we renew the universal coordinate system and the Bineau reduc
tion leading to the generalized form of the Newcomb equation, whose transforma
tion properties and cylindrical limit we study in § 4. In § 5 we find the general 
solution of the GNE in the neighbourhood of a rational surface by Frobenius ex
pansion using a quasi-Hamiltonian, coupled first order system of equations, and 
in § 6 we use the transformation theory of § 4 to find a form of the GNE which 
simplifies the form of the Merrier interchange stability parameter. Finally, the 
zero-/? limit is treated in § 7. In Appendix A we show that the GNE is equivalent 
to a Hamiltonian system and that the transformation group we constructed in § 4 
is a subclass of the possible canonical transformations of the Hamiltonian system. 
In Appendix B we derive the Frobenius expansion for a simplified one dimensional 
model equation and show how a special choice of the big solution allows results of 
Furth et al. (1973) to be recovered in the zero-/? limit. 

2 Universal Coordinates 
We work in a (^,0, £) curvilinear coordinate system (see e.g. Dewar & Glasser 
19S3) in which if/ is a surface flux function, d is a poloidal angle variable and ( is 
the corresponding toroidal angle such the field lines appear straight when graphed 
in 8, C space. We take 6 to increase by 2n once around the short way, and £ to 
increase by 2n over one toroidal field period, or once around the long way in *,he 
case of axisymmetry. In this coordinate system the magnetic field B is represented 
as 

B = V{xVtl, + q(4>)Vtl>xV8, (1) 

so that 
B.V = J-l(d9 + qd(), (2) 
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where d$ and ty denote d/dO and d/dC, respectively, and J is the Jacobian of the 
transformation from Cartesian coordinates to yil>, 0, Q coordinates 

JsCVtf .VfxVC)- 1 (3) 

Equation (1) is valid even for a fully three dimensional equilibrium provided 
it has perfect, nested magnetic surfaces. However to simplify some of the later 
equations we further assume the existence of a continuous symmetry in the equi
librium (i.e. toroidal axisymmetry as in a tokamak, or helical symmetry as in 
an idealized 'straight' stellarator). As a consequence of this assumption, we can 
and do specify that all equilibrium scalar quantities depend only on V and 0, i.e. 
that C is ignorable. In the axisymmetric toroidal case this means that 2inf> is 
the poloidal magnetic flux, while in the case of helical symmetry 2KXI; is the flux 
threading a helical ribbon over one field period. In the axisymmetric case the 
surface function q(i(>) in (1) is the 'safety factor', while in the helical symmetry 
case it is (i/2ir — l / / ) - 1 where t is the rotational transform per field period and 
the integer / is the degree of symmetry of the cross section. In the following, the 
only geometric assumption we shall make is the ignorability of C — the results 
will apply equally to axisymmetric and helically symmetric equilibria, which is the 
reason we call the coordinates 'universal'. [See Dewar et al. (1984) for a detailed 
exposition of all the results in this section, as well as details of how to calculate 
the quantities defined in terms of a primitive set of equilibrium quantities which 
are stored on disc and used by the PEST2 stability program.] 

We resolve vectors onto the physically important directions B, ViA and 

s = V ^ x B / | V ^ | 2 , (4) 

which is orthogonal to B and lies within a magnetic surface. The p derivative 
of q, q'(ip), measures the global shear in the magnetic field, while the quantity 
S = —S'Vxs measures the local magnetic shear. Since we can write JS = q'+%$ 
where subscript 9 represents the partial derivative with respect to B, and 

11 = (qVrb-VB - Vil>.VQ/\ViJ>\2, (5) 

we call 71 the integrated residual shear. 
Another important geometric quantity is the field line curvature, 

K = K+Vlp + KtS, (6) 

where K+ is the normal curvature and K, is the geodesic curvature. 
By integrating the condition that there be no component of the equilibrium 

current j normal to a magnetic surface, using the ignorability of C, it can be shown 
(Dewar et al. 1984) that 

s-V8 = -gffl/JW, (7) 
where g(ip) is a function arising as a constant of integration. An equilibrium can 
be specified by giving the boundary shape and the profile functions p(ip) and q{rp), 
or by specifying p(^) and g{i>). 
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The equilibrium current j can be written 

j = aB - ( | V ^ / B V W s , (8) 

where 
*=yB/B2 = -g'-gp'/B2 (9) 

measures the parallel current. 

3 Bineau Reduction 
This paper is concerned with the solution of the Unearized ideal MHD force balance 
equation (Bernstein et al. 1958) 

F ( 0 = - B x [ V x ( Q + & j x n ) ] - n j x n . ( Q + & j X n ) 
+ 2U V$ £-V^ + V( 7 pV.£) = 0, (10) 

where n = Vv>/|VV>| is the unit normal to the magnetic surface, fn = n-£, Q = 
V x ( £ x B ) and 

tf=jXn.(B.Vn)/|Vtff. (11) 

A more physically meaningful expression for U is given by (Dewar et al. 1984) 

2U = 2p'«<, - <r2|s|2 + aS, (12) 

which shows the potentially destabilizing effects of field line curvature and parallel 
current. 

Owing to the assumed continuous symmetry we take the ( dependence of ( 
to be that of the single Fourier mode exp(—inQ, where n is the toroidal mode 
number, which we assume *o be non-zero. This allows us to solve the magnetic 
differential equation B»V(7pV«£) = 0, obtained when we dot (10) with B, to give 
the incompressibility condition 

V-£ = 0 (13) 

as an exact result. It also allows us to write ,7B«V£ as Z>»£ where 

V0 = d9- inq. (14) 

Equation (13) eliminates the parallel component of £ from (10). To eliminate 
the other component of 4 lying within a magnetic surface in favour of the covariant 
ip component 

t = frV^ (15) 
we dot (10) with s and obtain (Grimm et al. 1983a), again assuming n ^ 0, 

Q + Snjxn = V ^ ( B . V 0 / | W ! 2 + V,{GVl). (16) 
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Here V, is the surface gradient operator (I — nn)«V, I being the unit dyadic, Q is 
the surface Green's function operator 

a s - ( V . V . ) - 1 J - \ (17) 

and V£ is defined by 

vt = jv.[(v^B-ve - jxvvo/WI 2]- (18) 
In terms of the quantities defined in the previous section we write the operator 

V more explicitly as 
p=x>#a, + a (19) 

where 
V^»V0 nf pa 

Q = v'lkFv' + v'{B>-WW+inn) 

-iniJlsfa + q' + K,), (20) 

the operators d+ and d$ (in Vg) acting on everything to their right (including the 
v and 0 variation in the equilibrium quantities). The surface Green's function is 
the inverse of the operator 

£- ' = n2J\VsC\2 + zn(JV$8.VsQd$ + ind9(JV$0.VsO 
-d,(J\V,e\2)d,, (21) 

in which form it is seen that there is no 0+ operator in Q. 
Rather than Fourier analyzing in 0, as is done in the PEST2 code (Grimm et 

al. 1983a), it is more convenient for the purposes of the present paper to remain 
in 0 space at the expense of working with operators which may not necessarily 
' mmute, but avoiding the matrices which occur in Fourier space. We define, for 
arbitrary 27r-periodic / and g, the surface inner product 

<f,g>=±-J**der(9)g(0l (22) 

with respect to which Q is an Hermitian operator, as is seen from (21). 
Substituting (16) in (10) we obtain what we refer to as the generalized Newcomb 

equation (GNE) 
W>* + Gf)0(Z>#a* -r 0)1 - Kt, = 0, (23) 

where (•)* denotes the Hermitian conjugate of (•) (e.g. T>\ — -V»), and K is an 
Hermitian operator defined by 

K=2JU + JB.V^B-V. (24) 

Using (12) we obtain the form 

K = y j H + Ja2\s\2 + o{4 + 1l9) + P , _ 1 — Z V (25) 
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4 Transformations of The GNE 
We refer to (23) as the Generalized Newcomb Equation (GNE) because it has a 
similar one dimensional (with respect to i>) Sturm-Liouville structure to Eq. (23) 
of Newcomb (1980), except for the Q terms. However, if w* take the cylindrical 
limit of (23) the Q terms do not vanish, even if we transform from v to r as the 
independent variable and from ^•Vt/' to fr = £*Vr (where r is the distance from 
the magnetic axis), as the dependent variable to obtain exact correspondence with 
Newcomb's usage. This suggests that (20) and (24) are not unique choices for 
an Euler-Lagrange equation of the form (23) — that, at least in the cylindrical 
limit, we must be able to ''transform Q away7. In this section we construct a 
transformation which leaves the form of (23) invariant but which changes the 
meanings of Q, fC, c and £. We show that Q can indeed be made to vanish 
in the cylindrical case, thus demonstrating the precise equivalence to Newcomb's 
equation in this limit. We also show in a later section that some simplification can 
be effected also in the two dimensional case. The connection with Hamiltonian 
transformation theory is made in the Appendix. 

In order to allow for alternative independent variables we allow arbitrary rela
belling of the flux surfaces, denoting by p the new independent variable. That is, 
i/' = T/>(/>), so that 

a ^ i H d , , (26) 
where xp = difr/dp. 

We also need flexibility in the normalization of £, so we define a new variable 
£ such that 

fllM) = JV(p)fliM). (27) 
We shall also find it necessary to renormalize the Q operator to Q defined by 

Q = M(p)Q. (28) 

Finally we observe that there is a possibility of transforming (23) in a non-
trivial way if we can change Q by adding terns to it which cancel with corre
sponding terms added to K. It will transpire *hat the following transformation 
between Q and Q is convenient 

Q = [Q + Q-XX - (N/N)V9]/j>, (29) 

so that 
Qt = [gt + tfQ-i + (jvyjvjp,]/^. (30) 

While X remains arbitrary, this Anaatz is extremely general. 
Substituting (26-30) in (23) we can arrange that the T>$ terms obtained when 

M, N and i}> are commuted to the left of all operators cancel provided we choose 
the latter to satisfy 

M = const iP/N2. (31) 
We then obtain the equation 

[(d,V, + &)G(V9d, + Q) + X\V,dp + Q) + {dpVe + &)X 
+ X^g-KX-{4>2IM)K]Z, = 0. (32) 
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We wish to group all the terms except the first into a new XT operator. However, 
an essential property of the GNE is violated if we allow the exua d, terms (i.e. 
those involving X) to remain as operators on (. By requiring the condition 

(v,xy = v,x, (33) 

i.e. that VgX be Hennitian. we ensure that dfi acts purely within the square 
brackets, and obtain the transformed GNE 

[(d,V, + &)G(V,d, + Q) - K)t ~ 0, (34) 

where 

K = {i>2/M)lC + MX*QTXX - j>(X*Q + Q*X) + 2(N/N)V,X - (V,X)P. (35) 

Here (V$X)P is the partial derivative of the operator V$X with respect to p, that 
is, d,V$X - V,Xd„. 

In the cylindrical limit, we take the the 6 variable to be the ordinary geometric 
angle about the axis of symmetry, the z axis. We take the periodicity length to 
be 2irR (where the constant R corresponds to the major radius in a tokamak) 
so that C = z/R and q = rBt/RBt. Following Newcomb (1960) we take £ to 
be proportional to exp(im0 + ikz) (so that Jb = —n/R). We then have Vg = 
i{m - nq) = i(mBf + krB,)/Bt, 

Q = - RBf t L r or 

K = (my 
2 d (mB8 + krBt)2 

rTr{rB9) TFe 
and 

Q = 
rBe 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 
m 2 + k2r2 

To get correspondence with Newcomb (1960) we take p = r and N = ip = RBe 
so that | = £ r. We also take the constant in (31) to be R, so that Q is just BeQ. 
To obtain the Newcomb form of the Euler-Lagrange equation (23), 

l('£H=°. (39) 

we seek to make d = 0 so that (23) reduces to (39) with the / and g functions 
given by 

f=-V9QV9, (40) 

and 
g = -K (41) 

(not to be confused with the g of § 2). It can already be seen that (40) agrees with 
(16) of Newcomb (1960). 
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From (29) it is seen that we can make Q = 0 by choosing 

X = ~i(mB, - krBx)B$/{m2 + k2r2). 

Substitution in (35) leads directly to the result 

p 2B,d,a. (mB, - krBt)2 (mB, + krBz)2 

(42) 

r dr 
_d_ 

dr 

r(m2 + k*r2) 
m2B] - k2r2B2 

m' + F r J (43) 

which, using (41), agrees with (17) of Newcomb (1960). 
Another interesting form of the equation for ideal displacements from equilib

rium was used by Purth et a/. (1973), 

where 
H = r3/(m2 + jfcV), (45) 

F = kBz + mB,/r = (B,/r)(m - nq), (46) 

and j is given by (41) and (43). 
Equation (44) follows directly from a transformed GNE of the form (34) with 

p = r, 
Z = B,ir/r = Z/TR, (47) 

K = ~BI g + F dr \ dr ) \ ' 

and Q such that 
Q + inq = 0. 

(48) 

(49) 

The choice (49) is equivalent to omitting Q from (34) and commuting the V, and 
dp operators. 
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5 Frobenius Expansion 
Equation (23) is a second order differential equation in d+ with the highest deriva
tive term being d+V$QVtd+, which is singular (with respect to a given n) at a 
mode rational surface V> = ^m, where the safety factor q is a rational fraction, 

qm = q(i>m) = m/n. (50) 

with m an integer. The operator Z>« has, at V = Vv. » one dimensional null space 
spanned by exp imO. 

In developing the Frobenius expansion about a rational surface, we find it more 
convenient to use a pair of coupled first order equations rather than the second 
order (23). The simplest first order system is obtained by defining an auxiliary 
variable 

x=on, (si) 
where V is defined in (18). Equation (23) is then equivalent to 

(IZ>#d,-A)y = 0, (52) 

where I is the unit 2 x 2 matrix, 

and 

x J 
(53) 

•[ (54) - < 2 Q'x 

re -(e + in£)»J 
An alternative form, which we show to be Hamiltonian, is discussed in Appendix A. 

We now expand around the rational surface V» = ^m defined by (50), assum
ing all equilibrium quantities are difFerentiable to sufficient order for their Taylor 
expansion to be carried to an order appropriate to the number of terms of the 
Frobenius expansion which we wish to retain. As we are setting up the ptejent 
formalism to be used in a Galerkin solution of the GNE it is natural to work within 
the framework of distributions or generalized functions [see, e.g. Gel'fand & Shilov 
1964 where it is shown that generalized functions x* and x*, equal to |i|° on their 
respective domains of support, (—oo, 0) and (0, +oo), can be defined in such a way 
that they obey the usual rules of differentiation of x° on (-oo, +oo)]. Thus, in the 
Frobenii 3 expansion 

y( Vm + x,$) = x a " [y<°>(0) + iy(1>(0) + x2y< 2>(0) + • • •] (55) 

x°m may be interpreted as either xZm or x+m, each choice generating an indepen
dent solution (except for the regular solutions, which we discuss at the end of this 
section). 

Substituting (55) in (52) and equating like powers of x we find to 0(xOm~l) 
(lowest order) 

amVmyW = 0, (56) 
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where Vm = (d$ — inqm) = (dg — im), which is solved either by taking am = 0 
and y(°) arbitrary (at this order), or by taking y^0) from the null space of X>m 

(i.e. proportional to expimd) and a m arbitrary (again, at this order). For reasons 
which will become apparent we shall call solutions arising from the former choice 
the regular solutions, while those from the latter choice will be termed the singular 
solutions. 

Considering first the singular solutions, we write 

y ( 0 ) = e , ' w ' i i m , (57) 

where u m is not determined at this order. To next order in the expansion 

(am + l)Z>my ( 1 ) = (Am + inq'maml)eimSum, (58) 

where subscript m denotes evaluation at ^ m . We assume for now that o m ^ —1, so 
that the solubility condition for (58) is that the right hand side have no functional 
component lying within the null space of Vm. That is 

(< A > m +inq'maml)um = 0. (59) 

where < • > m denotes the diagonal (m,m) Fourier matrix element of • evalua* d 
at r/> = t/»m, 

< . > m = < e , m V e

, T n ( , > , (60) 
with the inner product defined in (22). 

Equation (59) is an eigenvalue problem determining both am and u m . Setting 
the determinant of the matrix in (59) to zero yields the indicial equation 

<*m(an + l) + Dt(il>m) +1/4 = 0, (61) 

where 

DMn) = -1 /4 + « K >m< Q-X>m-<Q + >nq'm >'m< Q >m)/n2q'm\ (62) 

Since the solutions of (61) are 

Q m = aJn

±) = - l / 2 ± M n i , (63) 

where 
/ i m = [-23/, ' m ) ] 1 / 2 , (64) 

we recognize Di as the Mercier instability function which determines localized 
interchange instability (Glasser et al. 1975) at' the rational surface. We assume 
the plasma to be interchange stable, so that D/ < 0 and \xm is real. From (63) we 
see that there are two singular solutions associated with a given rational surface — 
one, the big solution generated by choosing a = a[^\ which diverges faster than 
z _ 1/2 as i —• 0, and the small solution, generated by choosing a = a^\ which is 
square integrable. The small solution may or may not diverge, depending on the 
magnitude of fim. 
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We denote the eigenvectors corresponding to a^ by u£\ respectively, and the 
adjoint (row) eigenvectors by uj*\ respectively. That is, 

H ? ) « A >m +inq'n<*£)\) = 0, (65) 

with the normalization 
W = *,, (66) 

where r,s 6 {+,—} and 6Tf3 is the Kronecker delta. 
The operator P m is invertible within the space complementary to exp im$, so, 

given that the solubility condition (59) is satisfied, and that D" 1 • is understood 
to lie within this cospace, we can write the solution of (58) as 

y d±) = ( o (±) + l ) - ^ - » ( A m + i n ^ o W l J e ^ u W + A ^ e " " ' , (67) 

where AJ^*' is undetermined at this order. 
At next order we find 

(a m +2)Z> m y ( 2 ) = [inq'm(am+ 1)1 + A m ] A ^ e ' w 

+ {(a m + lrMA* + inq'm(am + l)l]2?- ,(Am + inq'mam\) 

+ (A'm + i m g > m l ) } u m c ^ , (68) 

where A'm, arising from the Taylor expansion of A, denotes dA/dj> evaluated at 
V'm, and the superscript (±) has been suppressed. We can now determine Ajj| ' 
from the solubility condition that the right hand side must have zero projection 
on exp im$ 

*W = - [ < A m > m + m g ; ( a m + l ) l ] - 1 

x {< [Am + inq'm{am + l)l](arm + l)" 1X>m

1(Am + inq'mam\) >m 

+ < (A'm + \inqlaj) > m } u m . (69) 

This procedure can clearly be continued indefinitely, provided that no infinities 
are encountered and that the derivatives of the equilibrium quantities exist to all 
orders. The latter condition is physically reasonable, but the former problem 
of infinities may be encountered for special values of am, which we call singular 
cases. There are two potential sources of infinities — the factors (a~ + j)~l and 
[< A m > m -rinq'm(a^l+j)\ J"1 occurring in the expansion of the big solution, where 
j is any positive integer. 

From (63) we see that the first factor causes the cases nm — j — 1/2 = 1/2, 
3/2, 5/2, . . . to be singular. From (59) we see that the second factor diverges if 
a" + ;' =-• a+ which, from (63), occurs if / i m = ; / 2 = 1/2, 1, 3/2, 2, . . . The 
important case \im — 1/2 will be treated in § 7. 

We conci'He this section by discussing the regular solutions, obtained when 
(56) is satisfied by taking am = 0 and the theta dependence of y ( 0 ) arbitrary at 
lowest order. By examining (52) it is clear that y must be differentiable at x — 0 
in this case since V» cannot Kill the 6 function arising from the action of d+ on 

file:///inqlaj
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a discontinuity at x = 0. Thus the Frobenius expansions of the regular solutions 
are simple power series in i , not the generalized functions x±. Assuming the 
Frobenius expansion to have a finite radius of convergence, we see that the regular 
solutions are analytic functions of i/> in the neighourbood of iff = i?m — they 
are the generalizations of the non-resonant Fourier modes in the cylindrical case. 
However in the toroidal or helical cases they cannot be ignored in the construction 
of a global solution of the GNE since they will be coupled to the singular solutions 
by the boundary conditions, thus destroying the convenient disjointness of the 
solutions on either side of a rational surface which obtains in the cylindrical case. 

Equating powers of i° in (52) we get 

Vmy(x) = Amy<°>, (70) 

which i«? soluble provided 
<e i m',Amy<°>> = 0, (71) 

so that y*0) is not quite arbitrary. The space of regular solutions is spanned by an 
infinite set of solutions of the form 

(0±) _ J±)ilS , \(0±)imB 
y; = uj 'e + A { 0 ± ) e , m f l , (72) 

where / is an arbitrary integer ^ m and u) are two linearly independent basis 
vectors, such as 

u<±> = | ( 1 ± 1 ) 
1(1^1) 

(73) '/ = 

The 2-vector \\ ' is determined from (71) to be 

Ai0) = - < A > ; , < m | A m | / > u , , (74) 

where the matrix element < m|Am|/ > is defined by 

< m\Am\l > = < eim°, A m e' w > . (75) 

This process can clearly be continued to find the higher order terms of the 
Taylor expansion of yj. 

6 Simplification of the GNE 
In § 4 we showed how the GNE could be transformed into an equation of the 
same form but with different coefficient operators. If it were possible to make Q 
vanish in general then we would have found a complete two dimensional analogue 
of the Newcomb equation. This is not in general possible, but examination of (62) 
suggests that the next best thing would be to make either the resonant diagonal 
matrix element < Q >m or < Q + inq'm >m vanish, thus simplifying the Merrier 
parameter to 

Dt(rJ>m) = -1 /4+ < K >m< Q-1 >m ln\'m

2. (76) 
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The first alternative puts the GNE into a form similar to the cylindrical Newcomb 
equation (39) locally to a rational surface, while the second choice gives a GNE 
locally similar to (44), the Furth ct al. (1973) form. 

In this section we choose the second alternative, 

<Q + inq'm>m=0, (77) 

which can be achieved, choosing p = i/;, by taking 

X = - < a > /n, (78) 

where < • > denotes a weighted poloidal average 

< a » = < J | s |V > / < J | s | 2 > . (79) 

Substituting (78) in (29) we get 

+H+£iS?r) f t-*(i£p-£)' m 

where the pressure-driven current a is defined by 

a = a- < a >= -gp'(^~ < ^ >)• (81) 

The second form, which follows from (9), shows that a vanishes in the zero-/? limit. 
Note that if we used JB2 rather than J\s\2 = JB2/\Vi/>\2 as the weight factor 
in (79), a would be the Pfirsch-Schluter current arising in the theory of collisional 
transport; however the weighting we have used arises more naturally in the present 
context. 

From (35) we also have 

K = 2p'jK<, + j \ s \ 2 c 2 + (q'm + n9)a 

\J\Vil>\* n2 ) 9 n 9 

L^» L IJL- .£) + (JL. _ JL) Ve] . ( 8 2) n [9\\V^ B*)*\\VW B2) 6\ K ' + 
Taking the resonant component of K eliminates all the V$ terms, so that, using 
(76), we have the following simple form for the Mercier criterion 

Di = - } + < ,7|»|a > [2p' < JK* > + < J\s\2a2 > 
+ <{q'm+1Z9)<T>yq'm

3. (83) 

The first term in square brackets represents the contribution of the normal curva
ture to interchange stability, destabilizing or stabilizing according as the pressure 
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gradient has the same or opposite sign to the average normal curvature. The sec
ond term represents the destabilizing effect of pressure-driven currents, while the 
final term, of indefinite sign, represents the interaction of local shear and pressure-
driven currents. By integrating the fc$a term by parts, it is also possible to write 
it as 2p' < JTZKS > [using (51) of Dewar et al. (1984)] showing its relation to 
the geodesic curvature. We note that (83) is, apart from minor rearrangements 
and major notational differences, the form of the Mercier criterion found and in
terpreted physically by Greene and Johnson (1965,1968). 

7 Limit of Zero (3 
In this section we shall in fact assume only that p' —• 0 in the neighourbood of 
a rational surface, ipm, defined by (50), so that the analysis is also applicable to 
equilibria with pressure profiles which have been flattened at rational surfaces, 
even if p is finite there. 

The behaviour as p' —• 0 of the terms in the Frobenius expansion is made much 
more apparent by use of the transformed operators of § 6. In the following we use 
only the transformed operators and shall omit the overbar used in § 6. From 
(81) in (83) we see that Di - • - 1 /4 in this limit, so that, by (64), ^ m -• 1/2, 
<*{~] -» - 1 , and Q<+> -• 0. Also. 

Q^ inn' • T (V+'V9 ^'W < ° > W 

+(** + £ j l?r)*. 
and 

V„ 
J\V*\* 

l-)v» 

(84) 

(85) 

so that (Q + inq'm)exp(im0) -» 0, K exp(im9) -* 0, < exp(im6),(Q + inq'my ••> 
—• 0, and < exp(im0), K, • • • > -* 0. 

From (54) we see that 

< A > m -

so that, from (58) and (65), 

™C <G~i>T (86) 

,<+> 

and 

-inq'J < g~l >m 

# > - [ 0 i < ^ >m /nq'm } 

(87) 

(88) 
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Similarly 

« i r ) - I , (89) 
and 

B ^ - h -•" < G-1 >™ lnq'm ] • (90) 
Whence, 

( / W + i n ^ a ^ O e - ' u ^ - O , (91) 

and 
nL+) < [(A,. + in£(a<;> + 1)1)] . . . > „ . - 0. (92) 

Examining (67) and (69) we see from the above that all zeros in the denomi
nators of y£}~) are cancelled by zeros in the numerators, leading to a finite limit 
as nm —• 1/2, except for the last term in \£~K To see this more clearly and to 
compute the residue of the pole at fim = 1/2, we use a diagonal representation of 
the inverse matrix in (69) 

(< A >m +injm,\)-1 = — "m, m + —frf— , (93) 

where s is arbitrary. Using this in (69) we get the leading older asymptotic be
haviour as fim —• 1/2 

A£"} ~ -tuJ+hlS:* < A >'m u£>/(l - 2fim)nq'm. (94) 

Inserting (94) in (67) we see that the big solution, as defined by (55) with am — 
'i\^\ diverges as j/ —» 0 and is thus not a suitable basis function for expressing the 
general solution of the GNE in this limit. This problem is well known in the theory 
of the Frobenius expansion (Ince 1956) when solutions of the indicial equation 
differ by an integer, and the usual technique is to treat this as an exceptional case 
and to use a completely different Ansatz, usually involving lnz terms, to find a 
second solution. This is not very satisfactory physically if we want to examine 
the behaviour of solutions as j/ is increased continuously away from zero and in 
Miller & Dewar (1986) an alternative technique was proposed. This depends on 
the recognition that the source of the problem is a growing linear dependence 
between the big and small solutions as nm —* 1/2, so that the coefficient of the big 
solution must diverge in order to maintain a finite component independent of the 
small solution. The solution proposed in Miller & Dewar (1986) was to define a 
new big solution by subtracting off an appropriate multiple of the small solution 
so as to cancel the divergence. Such a renormalized big solution is 

y{b)(4>,0) = y<->0/>,9) - , P » } **' * m "» V+HVs9). (95) 
(1 - 2\im)nq'm 

To see better how this procedure works we study a one dimensional model 
equation in Appendix B. 
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8 Conclusion 
In this paper we have provided a formalism for manipulating the ideal marginal 
linearized stability equation for ideal MHD in two dimensional geometry so as to 
bring out the similarity with the development of Newcomb (1960) for c lindri-
cal plasmas and to provide efficient tools for calculating the Frobenius expansion 
around rational surfaces. This will have application in further worl on developing 
methods for treating resistive stability of plasmas by matching to internal layers. 

It is interesting to speculate as to the possibility of generalizing the develop
ment further to three dimensional toroidal equilibria such as stellarators, assuming 
nested magnetic surfaces. The main problem would appear to be that, with the 
toroidal mode number n no longer a good quantum number, the set of q values 
on which B-V is a singular operator is dense. Thus the Frobenius expansions 
may have zero radius of convergence. However the formal development should 
go through much as in the two dimensional case, the main new terms to be in
cluded being the n = 0 terms omitted in § 3 (Grimm et al. 1983a). In a practical 
equilibrium code one must truncate the spectral representation, so the numerical 
approximation to the B-V will not be singular on a dense set of surfaces. Thus, 
a truncated matrix version of the formalism of this paper might be applicable to 
a numerical scheme for calculating singularities arising at rational surfaces. 
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A Hamiltonian Form 
A system of equations is said to be of Hamiltonian form if it can be reduced to 
Hamilton's equations 

(96) 

where £ and r, are the complex generalized coordinate and complex momentum 
variables (treated as independent of their complex conjugates £* and r,*). Here, 
the Hamiltonian 

H = (zT)*Hz (97) 

is assumed to be a bilinear form in 

dt &H 
<ty dr,' 
dr, on 
dif; ~ * • ' 

z = (98) 

with H the Hamiltonian matrix. Introducing the unitary matrix 

J = 0 - 1 
+1 0 (99) 

possessing the property J 2 = —I, Ansatz (97) allows us to rewrite (96) as 

It is easy to show by requiring that H be real, that 

H = H f . 

(100) 

(101) 

Any system of equations of the form (100) is Hamiltonian if the Hamiltonian 
matrix is Hermitian. Thus we can define a canonical transformation if; —• p and 

I = [)-1l (102) 

as a transformation conserving property (101). Under the U transformation, the 
Hamiltonian matrix transforms into 

i - l </U, 
H - H = -JU _ 1 (JHU + -j^ty. (103) 

It follows from the Hermiticity property of H and (103), that U must satisfy the 
condition 

UJU* = const}, (104) 

that is, U is a symplectic matrix times a constant. The connection with (23) 
appears by choosing 

17 = V,g(V$d<, + C)£, (105) 
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yielding, 

The equivalent canonical transformation U to (29) is, given here by its inverse, 

H = (106) 

U"x = 1/JV(» 0 
-V9XINty) i>/M{1>)N{1r) (107) 

The generahty of (107) is shown by the top row of U"1 which is a transformation 
scaling £ and the bottom row which redefines a new momentum-like variable fj as 
a linear combination of £ and rj. Equation (107) is a natural way of motiva ing 
the transformation (29). It can be seen from (107) that the constants appearing 
in (104) and the definition (31) of M are identical, choosing const = MN2/^ = 1 
means that U is symplectic. Furthermore, the Hermiticity condition (33) of V»X 
is a direct consequence of the property (104) of U. Note that T>» is singular 
at the rational surface, thus T>Jl in (107) is not defined everywhere. This is of 
no consequence since the expression of the transformed operators do not contain 
any T>Jl. Formula (103) derives the expressions for the transformed operators in 
agreement with (28), (29), (30) and (35). 
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B Model Equation 
In this appendix we present a simple model equation which reduces, in the limit of 
zero 0, to equation (11) of Furth et al. (1973), used by them to develop Frobenius 
expansions of the small and large solutions for fitting to numerical solutions near 
a rational surface. We use the model to show how logarithmic terms arise from 
the modified big solution (95) in the zero-/? limit. 

We showed how to get the cylindrical Euler-Lagrange equation used by Furth 
et al. (1973) at \ e end of § 4. Assuming that we have transformed to the 
representation presented there (so, for example, we are using r as independent 
variable), we further simplify matters by assuring that H and B$/r are constant 
and that q and the new K are linear functions of r. Defining K as in (11) of Furth 
et al. (1973) and an expansion parameter e for the pressure gradient by 

c = 2r,p/R*q*Bl (108) 

evaluated at the rational surface, r,, we can write the matrix A, defined in (54), 
as 

A(r, + x) = inq H 
-n2q2He 0 

- l 
- n*q*HK 0 0 

1 0 x. (109) 

We have used units for r such that the normalization parameter r 0 of Furth et al. 
(1973) is unity. 

From (62) we have 

whence 

Di = -- - e, 4 

f t = L + € - e * + 0(e3). 

(110) 

(111) 

The development of § f is considerably simplified in the case of cylindrical 
geometry by the ignorability of $, which means that only the resonant m = nq, 
Fourier component is present. Thus 

y<*>(r,*) = exp(rni0)£Aj> ± >x^, 
j=0 

(112) 

and the cospace on which Vm is defined is empty, so that all terms involving 
this operator drop out. We can generate all terms of the series from the simple 
recurrence relation 

ili*> • u f uW|*+> , u(->u<-> \\0 A< i - 1'* ). (113) 

In fact, on multiplying out the matrices in (113) we find that the £ components 
of A ( ; ± ) decouple from the \ components, resulting in an even simpler scalar 
recurrence relation 

A«*> = , , l 1 , " 2 ? ^ ' " ! : ^ t n A y - ^ > + 0(e>) (114) 
« (; + a(±) - a(+))(; + a(*> - a<")) i v ' v ' 
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[c.f. (6) and (8) of Miller & Dewar (1986)]. 
The small solution is now found to be given by 

which reduces to x~l(j>n(x) of Furth e.t al. (1973) in the limit c —• 0. 
The modified big solution (95) is given by 

+ «(1 - 2e)£ ( + )/2e(l _ e ) . (116) 

Writing xl as exp(eln |i|) (recalling from the discussion at the beginning of § 5 that 
i ° is understood to be either of the generalized functions with one sided support 
xZ or i") and expanding the exponential to first order in t we find that (^ is, as 
it is supposed to be, finite in the limit c —• 0, and is given by 

£w = x-1 + Kln|x| + ;L 2 (xm | z | - ! * ) + ••• 

_ K ( 1 + I K I + 1 K V + - . ) . (U7) 

This is x-y<t>t(x)-nx-l<t>n(x) of Furth tt al (1973). The fact that it is not identical 
to their big solution is simply an example of the non-uniqueness of the big solution 
— it can be defined with an arbitrary amount of the small solution incorporated. 
This is also clear from the fact that the In |x| terms will give rise to multiples of 
the small solution if x is rescaled — there is no unique big solution invariant under 
rescaling of x. The calculation of A' is not affected by this because the arbitrary 
constant cancels. 


